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galacta knight's overall attack strategy is similar to meta knight's, though with
significantly less variety. he usually begins his attacks with a low-powered laser
that has a smaller hitbox than kirby's, and uses it to open a blast-ready stance.

when he enters a blast-ready stance, galacta knight will attack with a large, dark
blue laser that extends to the side of the screen with a much larger hitbox, and
can be used like a projectile. galacta knight's three attacks in blast-ready stance

are usually his low-powered laser, his large dark blue laser, and a large, blue,
knife-like attack. the only other attacks he can use are his shield that changes

between a blast-ready stance and standard stance (usually in a linear fashion), as
well as a weak, dark blue attack that launches a dark blue ray at the opponent.
galacta knight's three attacks in standard stance are his shield, low-powered

laser, and a large, blue, knife-like attack. galacta knight is somewhat similar to
meta knight in that he can perform special moves, but with an increased range

and hitbox. galacta knight can perform a short-range, high-speed, yellowish-
green, energy-beam special move that fires off in a triangular direction when

used; this move can be used in combination with his normal attack and shield.
also, when galacta knight uses this move, his large dark blue laser will reappear
and extend a bit, which meta knight is also able to do. galacta knight's special

moves include his shield that changes between a blast-ready stance and
standard stance, and a dark blue attack. galacta knight's light form is in some
ways very similar to meta knight's, although with a few changes. he is pink like
kirby's, and has feathery wings. he retains his large dark blue laser, but has a

small, yellowish-green laser as well. he has a blast-ready stance like meta knight,
and also has a knife-like attack and a shield that changes between blast-ready
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stance and standard stance. galacta knight's main attack in light form is his
shield, which he can use to parry the opponent's attack. galacta knight's light

form can also perform a short-range, high-speed, yellowish-green, energy-beam
special move that fires off in a triangular direction when used, and also a dark

blue attack.
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galacta knight's new abilities are a combination of the abilities of meta knight and kirby,
with a few of his own twists. his new move, the knight beam, is similar to meta knight's, in

that he will charge up three beams at ground level, four at a higher elevation, and then five
at the top of the screen. the trick is that galacta knight will toss three glowing orbs into the
background before summoning his beams. when these orbs touch the ground, they give off
a purple shockwave that will knock away any opponents. he can then throw his beams out
of the field and fire off a crescent shot, similar to meta knight's. he will perform a vertical
slash with his lance if a player is directly in front of him. the sword has also been given its

own variation of the sword beam, as he will conjure a sword of fire that will light up his
entire body. lastly, the sword will cause a spike of energy to shoot out of the ground at the
lance, attacking the opponent from the right or left side. however, his sword can also be
used to launch himself forward at high speeds, similar to meta knight's. it is also worth

noting that the knight beam, sword beam, and the new sword spike are not the same move
as meta knight's, as it is a combination of moves that galacta knight has been using

throughout the course of his history. galacta knight's attribute is chaos, but he is also
known as "the knight of frozen sea". his power lies in the mysterious frozen sea, and his
attacks are based on ice-based moves. his moves are all ice-based attacks, which are

powerful and useful, and he appears to be very powerful. however, his power is actually
much greater than it seems, as galacta knight is capable of summoning ice boulders and

jumping on them to jump very high, and he is also capable of summoning an ice pillar that
is similar to the kind that zelda uses in her ice climbers mode. in kirby's return to dream
land, he is not seen using any special attacks, but in meta knightmare ultra, he is seen

using all of the four standard meta knightmare moves, as well as two new moves: flame
storm, a powerful attack that fires a stream of fire in the form of a flame made of fire, and
frozen spin, an attack that creates an ice field that spins around the opponent, making it
extremely dangerous to be in the middle of. galacta knight appears to have an ice-based
form that has extremely high health. this form may be unlocked if the player manages to
defeat galacta knight in the game's final battle, although it is a secret move that is only

accessible if the player manages to save the game during the fight. galacta knight appears
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to be a strong opponent, but he is defeated by kirby and meta knight in a few seconds,
albeit the latter in a harder manner. 5ec8ef588b
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